Network localization of neurological symptoms from focal brain lesions
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A traditional and widely used approach for linking neurological symptoms to specific brain regions involves identifying overlap in lesion location across patients with similar symptoms, termed lesion mapping. This approach is powerful and broadly applicable, but has limitations when symptoms do not localize to a single region or stem from dysfunction in regions connected to the lesion site rather than the site itself. A newer approach sensitive to such network effects involves functional neuroimaging of patients, but this requires specialized brain scans beyond routine clinical data, making it less versatile and difficult to apply when symptoms are rare or transient. In this article we show that the traditional approach to lesion mapping can be expanded to incorporate network effects into symptom localization without the need for specialized neuroimaging of patients. Our approach involves three steps: (i) transferring the three-dimensional volume of a brain lesion onto a reference brain; (ii) assessing the intrinsic functional connectivity of the lesion volume with the rest of the brain using normative connectome data; and (iii) overlapping lesion-associated networks to identify regions common to a clinical syndrome. We first tested our approach in peduncular hallucinosis, a syndrome of visual hallucinations following subcortical lesions long hypothesized to be due to network effects on extrastriate visual cortex. While the lesions themselves were heterogeneously distributed with little overlap in lesion location, 22 of 23 lesions were negatively correlated with extrastriate visual cortex. This network overlap was specific compared to other subcortical lesions ($P < 10^{-5}$) and relative to other cortical regions ($P < 0.01$). Next, we tested for generalizability of our technique by applying it to three additional lesion syndromes: central post-stroke pain, auditory hallucinosis, and subcortical aphasia. In each syndrome, heterogeneous lesions that themselves had little overlap showed significant network overlap in cortical areas previously implicated in symptom expression ($P < 10^{-4}$). These results suggest that (i) heterogeneous lesions producing similar symptoms share functional connectivity to specific brain regions involved in symptom expression; and (ii) publicly available human connectome data can be used to incorporate these network effects into traditional lesion mapping approaches. Because the current technique requires no specialized imaging of patients it may prove a versatile and broadly applicable approach for localizing neurological symptoms in the setting of brain lesions.
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Introduction

There is a long tradition of understanding regional brain function by studying deficits that result from focal brain injury. If patients with similar symptoms have lesions that overlap in a specific brain region, one gains insight into the functional role of that region. Because this lesion mapping approach requires only a record of patient symptoms and the location of the lesion, it has proven broadly applicable across many neurological and psychiatric symptoms (Damasio and Damasio, 1989; Robinson, 1997; Ferro et al., 2010). Methodological improvements using statistics to identify critical sites of lesion overlap have further enhanced the utility of this approach (Frank et al., 1997; Bates et al., 2003; Rorden et al., 2007; Mah et al., 2014). However, traditional approaches to lesion mapping are limited by two important factors. First, similar symptoms may result from lesions in different locations, making localization to specific regions challenging (Chung et al., 2004; Vuilleumier, 2013; Corbetta et al., 2015). Second, symptoms may result from lesion-induced functional alterations in anatomically intact, connected brain regions (Feeney and Baron, 1986; He et al., 2007a; Honey and Sporns, 2008; Bartolomeo, 2011; Catani et al., 2012; Carrera and Tononi, 2014). The fact that lesions have remote functional effects has been appreciated for over a century (Brown-Sequard, 1875; Von Monakow and Harris, 1914); however, it has remained unclear how one might incorporate such effects into traditional lesion mapping.

One solution for localizing neurological symptoms that incorporates such network effects is to perform functional imaging on patient cohorts with brain lesions. This approach has firmly established the importance of remote network effects in symptom expression (Baron et al., 1986; Vuilleumier et al., 2004; Corbetta et al., 2005; Sobesky et al., 2005; He et al., 2007b; Kim et al., 2012) and recovery of function (Saur et al., 2006; Carter et al., 2012; Dijkhuizen et al., 2014). Unfortunately this requires specialized functional neuroimaging scans, which are not routinely collected for clinical purposes. Obtaining such data is especially difficult for rare symptoms, transient symptoms, or conditions that render brain scanning difficult. As such, many studies of lesion-induced neurological symptoms continue to rely solely on the site of the lesion for symptom localization (Corbetta et al., 2015).

In this article we determine whether one can incorporate the network effects of brain lesions into traditional lesion mapping without the need for specialized brain imaging of patients. Our method, termed lesion network mapping, leverages normative human connectome data to identify the distribution of regions likely to be functionally affected by a given brain lesion. For each lesion, a lesion-derived network is identified using resting state functional connectivity MRI, which examines correlations in spontaneous, low frequency fluctuations of the blood oxygen level-dependent signal (Fox and Raichle, 2007). In contrast to previous studies that collected resting state functional connectivity MRI in patients with brain lesions (He et al., 2007b; Carter et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010; Park et al., 2011), we use a large normative resting state functional connectivity MRI database to identify regions likely to be affected by a brain lesion, without the need for specialized imaging of the patients.

To demonstrate the utility of the approach we test two main hypotheses: (i) lesions that cause similar symptoms but occur in different locations will show overlap in network connectivity; and (ii) sites of network overlap will occur specifically in regions implicated in symptom expression. We start with peduncular hallucinosis, a neurological syndrome in which lesion-induced network effects are thought to play a pivotal role in generating symptoms. Peduncular hallucinosis is characterized by vivid, dynamic, well-formed visual hallucinations following a lesion to the pons, midbrain, or thalamus (Lhermitte, 1922; De Morsier, 1933; McKee et al., 1990; Risser and Powell, 1993; Manford and Andermann, 1998; Mocellin et al., 2006; Benke, 2006). Why visual hallucinations result from these lesions in non-visual structures remains unknown, but a ‘release’ of cortical activity in the extrastriate visual cortex, a region active during visual hallucinations, is thought to occur (Dunn et al., 1983; Asaad and Shapiro, 1986; Ffytche et al., 1998; Manford and Andermann, 1998; Adachi et al., 2000; Vetrugno et al., 2009). Peduncular hallucinosis thus serves as an ideal test of lesion network mapping. Specifically, lesion localization is heterogeneous, symptoms are hypothesized to result from
distributed network effects, and there is a clear a priori hypothesis regarding what remote site should be involved in symptom generation.

A priori hypotheses regarding sites of remote network effects in other stroke syndromes are not as clear. However, utility outside peduncular hallucinosis is required to show that our technique is broadly applicable. We therefore identified three additional syndromes in which reasonable predictions regarding network effects could be made: auditory hallucinosis, with network effects in the superior temporal gyrus (Griffiths, 2000; Allen et al., 2008; Kumar et al., 2014), central post-stroke pain, with network effects in the posterior insula (Garcia-Larrea, 2012; Garcia-Larrea and Peyron, 2013), and subcortical expressive aphasia, with network effects in Broca’s area (Nadeau and Crosson, 1997; Crosson, 2013).

Materials and methods

We focus here on the methodological details for the analysis of peduncular hallucinosis and provide details for the other stroke syndromes in the online Supplementary material.

Cases of peduncular hallucinosis were identified from either local cases seen by the authors or from the existing literature. Consent was obtained for the local cases according to the Declaration of Helsinki and the study was approved by the Partners Human Subjects Institutional Review Board. Cases from the literature were identified through a systematic search of pubmed.org with search terms of ‘peduncular hallucinosis’ or ‘Lhermitte’s hallucinosis’, and citations from each selected article were cross-referenced. The search was performed in August 2012 and limited to articles in English, although an exception was made for the historical French articles (Lhermitte, 1922; Van Bogaert, 1927). Inclusion criteria included patients with predominantly visual hallucinations presumed to have been caused by a focal intraparenchymal lesion restricted to the brainstem or diencephalon, as demonstrated by imaging or anatomic examination. Exclusion criteria included: (i) co-occurring cortical lesions; (ii) lesions of the direct visual pathway; (iii) extrinsic compression injuries without a clearly delineated intra-parenchymal lesion; (iv) the presence of obvious competing aetiologies for the hallucinations (e.g. a patient with comorbid psychosis or prior hallucinations from psychiatric disease, alcoholism, drug abuse or a suspected pharmacologic or metabolic cause); or (v) poor image resolution such that lesion boundaries could not be delineated.

We found 23 cases of peduncular hallucinosis with identifiable causative brain lesions (mean age 61 ± 19 years, range 17–85). This included three original cases from our centre and 20 cases from the existing literature. Details of these cases are provided in Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. 1.

Brain lesions were mapped by hand onto a standard template brain from FSL (MN152 brain, 1 mm × 1 mm, http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl-downloads/) using lesion mapping software (MRicron http://www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricro/mricron/). Lesions from local cases were mapped in 3D using simultaneous axial, coronal and sagittal views. Lesions from published figures were traced in the 2D plane(s) in which they were displayed, using neuroanatomical landmarks to accurately transfer the lesion location onto the template brain. To identify areas of lesion overlap, 2D lesions from figures were extended by 2 mm perpendicular to the plane in which they were displayed to more closely approximate natural 3D lesion contours. A 2 mm extension was selected because it can easily be replicated by others and it conservatively balances the risk of creating spurious sites of overlap versus missing sites of overlap relative to the actual 3D lesion shape. A more liberal lesion extension of 4 mm was also included for comparison. All lesions were mapped true to their laterality and areas of overlap were displayed using MRicron.

Investigation of the networks associated with peduncular hallucinosis lesions involved three steps: (i) the volume of each of the 23 lesions was transferred to a reference brain; (ii) the lesion volume was used as a seed region of interest in a resting state functional connectivity MRI analysis that used normative data; and (iii) the resulting network associated with each lesion volume was thresholded and overlaid across lesions to identify common sites of network overlap (Fig. 1).

For Step 2 the full 3D lesion location was used as the seed region of interest for local cases, while a 2D slice or slices (i.e. non-expanded) were used for the previously published peduncular hallucinosis cases. The blood oxygen level-dependent signal for each lesion was an average of all voxels contained in the lesion volume. The resting state functional connectivity MRI data set included 98 healthy right-handed subjects (48 male subjects, age 22 ± 3.2 years), part of a larger publically available data set (Buckner et al., 2014). Full methodological and processing details for the normative resting state functional connectivity MRI data set are available (Fox et al., 2012). Briefly, subjects completed one or more resting state functional connectivity MRI scans during which they were asked to rest in the scanner with their eyes open. Resting state functional connectivity MRI data were processed in accordance with the strategy of Fox et al. (2005) as implemented in Van Dijk et al. (2010), including global signal regression (Fox et al., 2009a).

Each of the 23 individual lesion-seeded resting state functional connectivity MRI network maps was thresholded at a t-value of ±4.25 (P < 0.00005, uncorrected) (Fox et al., 2012). After applying this statistical threshold, the resulting 23 binarized resting state functional connectivity MRI network maps were overlapped to identify regions of shared positive and negative correlation, masked using a whole-brain template.

A priori region of interest

An a priori region of interest covering the predicted location of network overlap in peduncular hallucinosis was selected from the Harvard Oxford Atlas distributed with FSL (lateral occipital cortex, inferior division, threshold of 50) (Desikan et al., 2006). This region was selected because it provided the best fit for the coordinates and Brodmann areas previously identified in the generation of release hallucinations (Ffytche et al., 1998; Adachi et al., 2000; Kazui et al., 2009; Vetrugno et al., 2009).

Anatomical specificity and statistical analysis

In addition to identifying sites of network overlap we also sought to determine if lesion-based network results were
specific to the actual lesion locations and not due to limitations in functional MRI spatial resolution, such that any subcortical lesion in the brainstem or thalamus could produce similar findings. To address this question we repeated the lesion network mapping with the same 23 peduncular hallucinosis lesion masks in terms of volume, but randomized the location to anywhere within the brainstem or thalamus, repeated on 100 iterations. The inter-lesion distance and degree of lesion overlap was kept similar to that of the original lesions (lesion overlap of 6 \pm 2). Lesion volume was converted to a cube with automated morphing of the lesion shape to ensure that all voxels fell within the brainstem/thalamus mask.

Network results from the actual lesions were compared to that of the randomized lesions using a voxel-wise Liebermeister test (Rorden et al., 2007). This statistical approach is commonly referred to as voxel-based lesion symptom mapping and can identify voxels significantly more likely to relate to a particular lesion-induced symptom (Bates et al., 2003). The difference here is that we apply it towards lesion networks rather than just lesion locations. Voxels affected in <10% of cases were ignored and the resulting Z-maps were thresholded at a false discovery rate (FDR)-corrected \( P < 0.05 \) (Rorden et al., 2007). This analysis was performed using non-parametric mapping software (http://www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricro/npm/).

The voxel-wise Liebermeister test was used to assess whether (i) network overlap from actual lesions is greater than that of randomized lesions within the \textit{a priori} region of interest; and (ii) network results preferentially localize to the \textit{a priori} cortical region of interest relative to other cortical regions. The latter analysis compared the average voxel intensity (Z-score resulting from the voxel-wise Liebermeister test) in the \textit{a priori} cortical region of interest to that of all other cortical areas from the Harvard Oxford Atlas (45 other regions, with right and left sides considered separately).

**Cluster algorithm**

For both the lesion and lesion network mapping, coordinates of local maxima were identified using the cluster algorithm in FSL (Oxford, UK, minimum cluster size of two voxels, 15 local maxima per cluster, minimum distance between maxima of 10 mm). For the lesion analysis, clustering was performed on the lesion overlap image. For the lesion networks, clustering was performed on the Z-score maps resulting from the voxel-wise Liebermeister test comparing actual to randomized lesion networks.

**Figure 1 Lesion network mapping method.** Twenty-three lesions resulting in peduncular hallucinosis were identified, three of which are illustrated here (column 1) and mapped to a reference brain (column 2). The brain network associated with each lesion was identified using resting state functional connectivity from a large cohort of normal subjects (column 3). Positive correlations with the lesion are shown in hot colours while negative correlations (anticorrelations) are shown in cool colours. These lesion-based networks were overlapped to identify networks common to at least 21 of 23 lesions (right). The image in column 1 row 2 was reprinted with permission from John Wiley & Sons.
Addressing possible confounds

Global signal regression
There is concern that global signal regression confounds the ability to interpret anticorrelations (Fox et al., 2009a; Murphy et al., 2009). To ensure that our results were not dependent on a specific processing technique we repeated the analysis using an alternative method, anatomical CompCor (Behzadi et al., 2007) implemented in the Conn toolbox (Whitfield-Gabrieli and Nieto-Castanon, 2012), which is described in the Supplementary material.

Age
Age can impact the strength of functional connectivity (Ferreira and Busatto, 2013). Our analysis included patients with brain lesions that were older than the control cohort from which the normative functional connectivity MRI data were derived ($61 \pm 18.7$ versus $22 \pm 3.2$). We therefore repeated the analysis using functional connectivity data from a healthy older adult cohort ($n = 56$, age $70.3 \pm 4.4$). These data were derived from the Harvard Brain Aging Study and details regarding processing methods are published elsewhere (Schultz et al., 2014).

2D versus 3D lesions
We performed a quantitative comparison of the network results from the local cases in which 3D lesions were used for the functional connectivity analysis, relative to a single 2D slice taken from the centre of the lesion. This analysis was undertaken to assess the validity of using 2D slices to represent 3D lesions, which was done for the literature-derived lesions. Spatial correlation coefficient was used to quantify the similarity between network results.

Additional lesion syndromes
The same methods used in the primary analysis of peduncular hallucinosis were repeated for three additional syndromes (details provided in the online Supplementary material). Finally, using lesion and lesion network data from all four conditions, a between-group analysis was performed using a voxel-wise Liebermeister test to assess whether the lesions and lesion networks could segregate between lesion syndromes (e.g. peduncular hallucinosis lesions and lesion networks compared to the other three conditions as ‘controls’).

Results

Application in peduncular hallucinosis
Following the traditional approach for relating symptoms to brain lesions, each lesion was mapped to a reference brain and sites of lesion overlap were identified. Of 23 lesions, the maximum overlap was only six cases (26%), indicating marked heterogeneity in lesion location (Fig. 2). The site of maximum overlap was the right central thalamus (intralaminar and paramedian nuclei, $n = 6$). Sites of maximum overlap were similar when extending the 2D lesions by 4 mm rather than 2 mm.

Analogous to viewing overlap at the lesion sites we next assessed overlap in lesion-based resting state networks. In contrast with the low overlap in lesion location (26%), overlap in lesion-based networks was high (>90%) for both positive and negatively correlated networks. Twenty-two of 23 lesions had a significant network anticorrelation with the extrastriate visual cortex within the region of interest defined a priori (Fig. 3A). Twenty-one of these lesions overlapped at the same location within this region of interest and a 22nd case had significant anticorrelation within this region, but at a site that did not overlap with the other 21. Using a slightly lower threshold, overlap in anticorrelated networks included regions in auditory and somatosensory association cortex (Supplementary Fig. 3), which is of interest given that hallucinations in peduncular hallucinosis can be multimodal (Caplan, 1980; McKee et al., 1990; Benke, 2006).
Anatomical specificity

Next, we evaluated the specificity of the primary finding, that lesions causing peduncular hallucinosis show network anticorrelation with extrastriate visual cortex. We compared network overlap in the a priori region of interest from actual lesions relative to randomized lesions using a voxel-wise Liebermeister test. This showed significantly stronger network results for the actual lesions, with a peak level of significance of $P < 10^{-5}$ which withstood correction for false discovery rate ($< 1\%$). Comparison of average voxel intensity from the cortical region of interest relative to all other cortical regions showed that these network findings were specific to the a priori region of interest ($P < 0.01$).

Excluding confounds

The finding of anticorrelation in the extrastriate visual cortex was present after re-analysing the data using an alternative algorithm that avoids global signal regression (Supplementary Fig. 4) (Whitfield-Gabrieli and Nieto-Castanon, 2012). When repeating the analysis using an older adult cohort that more closely matched the age of peduncular hallucinosis patients the extrastriate anticorrelation was present irrespective of age (Supplementary Fig. 4). Finally, networks resulting from 2D versus 3D lesions were nearly identical, with a spatial correlation coefficient of 0.96 (Supplementary Fig. 5), supporting the validity of the lesion networks derived from the literature.

Additional lesion syndromes

To determine whether lesion network mapping is generalizable beyond the application shown for peduncular hallucinosis we applied the technique to three additional clinical syndromes: auditory hallucinosis, central post-stroke pain, and subcortical expressive aphasia. As in peduncular hallucinosis, there were relatively low levels of overlap in lesion location [auditory hallucinosis 3/15 (20%), central post-stroke pain, 6/23 (26%), and subcortical expressive aphasia 5/12 (42%)] (Fig. 4, coordinates in Supplementary Table 6). However, lesion-based networks for each syndrome showed a high degree of overlap in the cortical region of interest hypothesized to be involved in symptom expression: superior temporal gyrus in auditory hallucinosis (88%), posterior insula in central post-stroke pain (78%), and Broca’s area in subcortical expressive aphasia (100%). For all four conditions, network overlap for actual
lesions significantly exceeded network overlap from randomized lesions within the *a priori* region of interest (*P* < 10^-4). Moreover, lesion networks localized to the *a priori* region of interest more than other cortical regions for each syndrome (*P* < 0.05) (Fig. 5). These results were consistent across different statistical approaches including the voxel-wise Liebermeister test (Fig. 5), a simple *t*-test (Supplementary Table 9), and a subtraction analysis (Supplementary Table 10 and Supplementary Fig. 6).

In addition to testing our *a priori* hypotheses we also noted significant network results in other regions outside the *a priori* region of interest. This includes the peduncular hallucinosis lesions being positively correlated with the lateral geniculate nucleus (Fig. 6A), subcortical aphasia lesions being positively correlated with the right lateral cerebellum in a region previously implicated in language (Fig. 6B) (Stoodley and Schmahmann, 2009), and central post-stroke pain lesions being positively correlated with the anterior cingulate cortex/medial prefrontal cortex, a...
Figure 5  Lesion network mapping results: summary of main findings. Column 1 shows the hypothesized site of network overlap for each lesion syndrome. Column 2 shows the network overlap results, with positive correlations displayed in warmer colours and negative correlations in cooler colours. Column 3 shows the results of the voxel-wise Liebermeister test that compared network overlap from actual lesions relative to that of randomized lesions. The bar graph on the far right shows quantitative data supporting the specificity of the network overlap in the *a priori* cortical region of interest relative to all other cortical regions, derived from the voxel-wise Liebermeister results. Coordinates of findings in column 3 and additional regions are available (Supplementary Table 7). *P \leq 0.05, **P \leq 0.01. ROI = region of interest.
node of the pain matrix identified in a meta-analysis of central pain functional MRI studies (Fig. 6C) (Friebel et al., 2011).

Lastly, we assessed whether lesion networks could segregate between lesion syndromes better than the lesions themselves. Using lesions alone there were no voxels that significantly associated with one lesion syndrome compared to the other three. In contrast, comparison of lesion networks showed voxels significantly associated with each individual lesion syndrome using the same statistical

Figure 6 Unexpected findings from lesion network mapping. (A) The lateral geniculate nucleus is on the left, taken from the Julich Histological Atlas (Bürgel et al., 2006), and the image on the right shows areas that are significantly positively correlated with peduncular hallucinosis lesions. (B) The lateral cerebellum language area is shown on the left, as identified in a meta-analysis of functional MRI studies, represented as a sphere at MNI coordinate 35, 62, 28 (Stoodley and Schmahmann, 2009). The image on the right shows areas positively correlated with subcortical aphasia lesions. (C) A node of the pain matrix on the left, as identified from a meta-analysis of functional MRI studies (Friebel et al., 2011). The image on the right shows a cortical region that is significantly positively correlated with central post-stroke pain lesions. All displayed voxels represent Z-scores from a voxel-wise Liebermeister test, significant at a false discovery rate of 5% or greater. The colour bar minimum and maximum values show Z-scores of 7–9 for A, 3.5–5 for B, and 4–6 for C. Peak coordinates of these sites are available (Supplementary Table 7).
threshold (Fig. 7). Further, voxels significantly associated with each syndrome were located within the *a priori* cortical region of interest.

**Discussion**

Here we demonstrate that (i) lesion sites that produce similar neurological symptoms but occur in different locations show overlap in their functional connectivity networks; (ii) this overlap occurs in regions hypothesized *a priori* to be involved in symptom expression; and (iii) these findings hold true across lesion syndromes. Together, these findings suggest that human connectome data can be used to incorporate network effects of brain lesions into symptom localization. Because this technique does not require advanced neuroimaging of patients, it may prove broadly applicable towards understanding the neural correlates of symptom expression across a variety of neurological and psychiatric syndromes.

First we demonstrate utility in a syndrome long hypothesized to be due to remote network effects, linking brainstem and thalamus lesions in peduncular hallucinosis to cortical areas implicated in visual release hallucinations. Next, we show generalizability of the technique by applying it to three additional disorders: auditory hallucinosis, central post-stroke pain, and subcortical expressive aphasia. Below we discuss how the current technique may help address limitations of traditional lesion mapping, offers complimentary information relative to functional imaging in patients, and provides unique insights into the lesion syndromes investigated here.

**Augmenting the traditional approach**

The lesion network mapping approach described in the present paper addresses two limitations of traditional lesion mapping: (i) it can allow for heterogeneously distributed lesions resulting in the same clinical syndrome to be grouped into a single unifying network; and (ii) it can link lesions to remote brain regions with a more direct or more easily recognized role in the behavioural expression of the lesion. This was demonstrated for each syndrome studied. For example, peduncular hallucinosis lesions had low levels of overlap that spanned multiple regions, but almost every lesion localized to the same networks. Moreover, sites of lesion overlap that did occur in peduncular hallucinosis were not in visual areas, leaving it unclear how these sites related to the symptom of visual hallucinations. In contrast, network overlap localized specifically to the extrastriate visual cortex, a region clearly implicated in visual hallucinations based on prior functional neuroimaging of patients (Dunn *et al.*, 1983; Asaad and Shapiro, 1986; Ffytche *et al.*, 1998; Manford and Andermann, 1998; Adachi *et al.*, 2000; Vetrugno *et al.*, 2009).

**Complimenting functional neuroimaging of patients**

Functional brain imaging in patients has been used to relate symptoms to the network effects of brain lesions (Baron *et al.*, 1986; Vuilleumier *et al.*, 2004; Corbetta *et al.*, 2005; Sobesky *et al.*, 2005; He *et al.*, 2007a; Kim *et al.*, 2012). While similar in motivation, that approach is different and complimentary to the technique presented here. The most obvious difference is that that approach requires functional neuroimaging data to be collected on patients while the current approach does not. While there is clear value to direct measurement of neurophysiological effects in symptomatic patients, there is also value to increased versatility. The present technique can be applied to almost any neurological syndrome based solely on lesion location. Second, post-lesion functional neuroimaging is not able to investigate the physiology or connectivity of the lesion location itself, as this tissue has been destroyed by the lesion. This contrasts with our current technique, which investigates properties of the lesion location based on a cohort of intact subjects. Finally, functional neuroimaging abnormalities in patients likely represent a combination of direct lesion-induced functional changes and secondary compensatory responses (Grefkes and Fink, 2014). Our technique based on connectivity alone might isolate or at least emphasize the direct lesion-induced functional changes. In fact, combining the two techniques may prove a powerful approach for differentiating direct versus compensatory processes (see discussion on central post-stroke pain below). The current method may also be used to identify *a priori* regions of interest in which to investigate the network effects of lesion patients undergoing functional imaging.

The current study joins a limited number of other studies that have begun to leverage normative human connectome databases to predict network effects in patients. Examples include predicting: cortical atrophy in stroke patients (Kuceyeski *et al.*, 2014), atrophy progression in patients with neurodegenerative disease (Seeley *et al.*, 2009; Zhou *et al.*, 2012), effects of focal brain stimulation (Fox *et al.*, 2014), and lesion-induced connectivity changes based on computational modelling (Honey and Sporns, 2008; Alstott *et al.*, 2009). Because network effects of brain lesions can impact prognosis (Gratton *et al.*, 2012; Lim *et al.*, 2014; Warren *et al.*, 2014) or be used to guide therapy (Grefkes and Fink, 2014), these approaches may represent clinical applications of the human connectome project (Van Essen *et al.*, 2013).

**Positive versus negative correlations**

The current results suggest that heterogeneous lesions causing similar symptoms share functional connectivity to specific areas implicated in symptom expression. However, in some cases this shared functional connectivity was based on positive correlations, while in other cases it was based on
Figure 7 Between-syndrome lesion network mapping results. Voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping of the lesions did not segregate between lesion syndromes using a false discovery rate of 5%. In contrast, applying the same statistical approach there were voxels that segregated between lesion syndromes. The colour scale denotes a voxel-wise Z-score from a Leibermeister test; 2.5 is statistically significant with a false discovery rate of 5%; 6 is significant at both a false discovery rate < 1% and at $P < 0.01$ after applying Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.
negative correlations. An important question is whether the sign of the functional connectivity predicts what type of remote functional effect will occur. For example, we observed an anticorrelated relationship between subcortical regions involved in release hallucinations and the cortical regions hypothesized to be ‘released.’ This includes extrastriate cortical visual cortex in visual hallucinations and superior temporal gyrus in auditory hallucinations. Hypermetabolism has been demonstrated previously in both cortical regions in association with hallucinations (Ffytche et al., 1998; Adachi et al., 2000; Griffiths, 2000; Allen et al., 2008; Kazui et al., 2009; Vetrugno et al., 2009; Kumar et al., 2014), raising the possibility that sites of anticorrelation predict sites of post-lesion hyperactivity. Although there remains debate regarding the appropriate interpretation of anticorrelated brain networks, the finding that lesion sites are anticorrelated with cortical regions that become hyperactive following the lesion suggests that anticorrelations may reflect causal functional interactions (Fox et al., 2005, 2009b; Murphy et al., 2009; Carbonell et al., 2011; Chai et al., 2012).

If negative correlation relates to post-lesion hyperperfusion, one would predict that positive correlation would relate to post-lesion hypoperfusion. Consistent with this notion, positive network connectivity between lesion location and language areas in subcortical aphasia corresponds to post-lesion hypoperfusion previously observed in these areas (de Boissezon et al., 2005; Choi et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2012). In contrast, post-stroke pain appears to deviate from this rule. Prior studies of central post-stroke pain have shown increased activity in the insula and anterior cingulate cortex (Peyron et al., 2004, 2013; Ducreux et al., 2006), yet lesion network mapping showed positive correlation to these areas (Figs 5 and 6C). One possible interpretation is that insula and anterior cingulate hypermetabolism seen in central post-stroke pain is not a direct effect of the lesion on these brain areas, but is the result of reorganization and neuroplasticity in these regions. Such an interpretation would be consistent with the observation that central post-stroke pain has a delay in symptom onset of weeks or months after the injury (Klit et al., 2009), unlike other syndromes studied here. This could suggest that lesion network mapping predicts which remote brain areas are most likely to undergo compensation and reorganization over an extended time course, a process that likely differs from the immediate effects of the lesion on these same areas. Such a hypothesis requires further validation.

**Beyond a priori regions of interest**

To validate our current approach, we focused on a priori regions of interest already implicated in the symptom of interest; however, interesting findings were also observed outside these regions. One example was the positive network overlap of peduncular hallucinosis lesions in the lateral geniculate nucleus (Fig. 6A). This finding raises the possibility that visual hallucinations stemming from insult to the direct visual pathway, variably termed cortical release hallucinations or Charles Bonnet syndrome, share both clinical features (Mocellin et al., 2006) and similar network localization to peduncular hallucinosis. Another example from subcortical aphasia was positive network overlap in the right lateral cerebellum (Fig. 6B). This finding fits well with an emerging literature on a role for the cerebellum in language, which includes cerebellum lesions causing aphasia (Mariën et al., 1996, 2000; Fabbro et al., 2000; Stoodley and Schmahmann, 2009). Together, these findings suggest that our technique is capable of generating new unexpected findings and insights, not just confirming existing hypotheses.

**Limitations and conclusions**

There are several limitations to the present work, some of which provide important avenues for further research. First, the goal of the present study was to provide validation of a technique for incorporating the network effects of brain lesions into symptom localization, not to provide a definitive explanation for four syndromes with historically challenging and controversial brain–behaviour correlations. Second, lesion network mapping appears capable of identifying which regions are likely to be functionally affected by a lesion, but further work is needed to determine whether we can predict how these regions will be affected. There are dynamic compensatory mechanisms that unfold after a lesion occurs and predicting these effects is likely to require further work combining the present technique with longitudinal post-lesion imaging of patients. Third, the present analysis focused on shared network overlap across a group of lesions. It remains unknown whether individual differences in lesion-based networks relate to individual differences in symptoms. Finally, there are limitations in MRI resolution such that localizing results to specific brainstem or thalamic nuclei is difficult. However, resting state functional connectivity MRI has been used to study subcortical connectivity in these areas (Zhang et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2011) and the results of our specificity analyses suggest that anatomical resolution with the current data is sufficient to accurately resolve cortical connections of subcortical lesion sites. Aside from the limitation imposed by MRI resolution there are inherent limitations to the anatomical accuracy of lesion mapping when voxels are analysed independently. To circumvent this limitation, future studies may incorporate multivariate approaches to lesion inference mapping, as recently introduced (Mah et al., 2014). Finally, the interpretation of lesion networks in and adjacent to the lesions themselves is challenging using the current approach, which is why we focused here on cortical sites of network overlap derived from subcortical lesions.

In conclusion, the current article links heterogeneous subcortical lesions to cortical areas implicated in symptom generation across four separate conditions. We anticipate that lesion network mapping will be an important addition to lesion methodology, expanding localization of symptoms.
from a focus on lesion sites to lesion networks. Finally, such localization may facilitate tailored modulation of connected networks using techniques like non-invasive brain stimulation with the therapeutic aim of alleviating clinical symptoms.
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